Friday 9/11

Saturday 9/12

Please note
schedule is
subject to change.

7:30 - 10:30pm
Short Drama

Hashi (9min)

8pm — Feature Films

Pagdi The Honour

Special Screening: My Girl Rose: Jordan Lewis, FSU Film Major. (See pg. 7)
Pagdi The Honour
Rajeev Bhatia, Dir. India
An old man looses his respect due to love interest of his son. He is not ready to accept
this relation at any cost. Eventually he agrees but with a weird and unbelievable
condition to fulfil. World Premiere

Official Selections

shown Friday Nights Throughout the Year

The Happiest Place
on Earth

John Goshorn, FL 81min
When Jonah, recently fired from his
newspaper job, goes mysteriously
missing, his young wife Maggie has
to weigh the hopes of his return
against impending financial
breakdown. The anxiety of the
following days threatens to tip her
over the edge, yet she hopes any
moment could provide the answer
to the puzzle of what happened to
her husband.

Please note
schedule is
subject to change.

The Tour

Mark Amos, NC 105 min.
The Tour begins with a reunion of friends, as
Mark - the long bearded drummer - returns to
Los Angeles from some unknown trying
experience. It's obvious from the get go that
something is under his skin. Jeremy - the
innocent dreamer guitarist - wrangles the
whole gang to meet for an epic jam session
on the night of Mark's return. The gang agrees
they will take their band, Mother Mayhew, on
tour. Despite the facts that they're not super
talented, haven't recorded an album,
performed before a crowd or even written a
song. World Premiere

Mana Handel, FSU Film Major
After her parents move to Japan without
her, a twenty-something finds comfort
in cooking Japanese food in an attempt
to realize her identity.

The Cobbler & the Diamond

(20m)
Jacob Hoyson, PA World Priemier
A down-on-his-luck private eye is torn
between his client's search for her
missing diamond and his own search for
peach cobbler.

YouTupolis (19:50min)

LUNCHSAQ (7min)

Aubrey Danielson, FSU Film Major
After getting hosed in a lunch-time
snack trade,, Christopher, sets out to
bring down the corrupt snack-food
trading market his suit-clad classmate,
Quinton, has started.

My Girl Rose (13:36min)

Jordan Lewis, FSU Film Major
Racial tension runs high in 1969
Lakeland, Florida -- a small, close-minded southern town. Two high-school
students, Rose and Jude, find
themselves bonding over a common
cause: having an integrated prom.

Wojciech Lorenc, U of Hawaii, Media Inst.
YouTupolis is a sci-fi short about a
dystopian future where people live in a
city owned by YouTube. People of
YouTupolis make a living by making
videos and posting them online.

YouTupolis
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